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October, 2017

MINUTES OF THE OCTOBER 5, 2017 TARS MEETING
Compiled and Submitted by: Tom Brooks (K4TB) – TARS Secretary
Call to Order: President David Miner (W4SKG) at 7:00 PM
Guests/Visitors: Larry Witherington (new Tech licensee). Larry was approved by vote as a
new TARS member. Also visiting were Maurice Molloy (KA0GQF), and Trey McNabb.
Program: Tom Brooks presented “Lightning – A Case Study”. In his talk he covered the
fundamentals of lightning strokes, how they work and their effects. He discussed the techniques
for avoiding or minimizing harm from lightning strokes to equipment and personnel. He
presented the details of his own experience with a recent lightning strike to his equipment and
the lessons he learned from it.
Business Committees:
Treasury Report: Bob Clark (K9HVW): Accepted as published in the September 2017
Printed Circuit. The current balance is $1,974.79 in checking and $4,096.62 in savings, for a
net total of $6,071.41.
Minutes: Tom Brooks (K4TB): Approved as published in the September 2017 Printed
Circuit.
Repeaters: Norm Scholer (K4GFD) reported that the repeaters are up. Trustee Randy Pierce
(AG4UU) will replace a jumper for the 442.100 machine.
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Education: Phil Ashler (N4IPH) said there will be a Technician class on November 4th,
possibly with testing right afterwards.
Testing: Alan Terrell (N4KGT) said there were 11 people who took tests last Tuesday. All
passed, resulting in 1 Extra, 2 General and 8 Technician licensees.
Old Business:
STEM Event: Vice President John Pantoja (KM4FAM) said he had heard no more about the
event so we will pass on it until next year.
22 to Zero Walk: John said that due to a change in the event plans we may not be of help
this year so we will pass on it.
Halloween Howl: Chief Fusilier (KA5USN) asked those interested in participating to meet
with him or Member-at-Large Gerry Gross (WA6POZ) for information. The QSL card is
ready and Chief has posted the event on QRZ.com. The card was approved by vote.
Volunteer Examination Coordinator Program: Alan said he’s been working on the setup
for the Laurel VEC program (approved last meeting) but it is taking him some time due to
some snags in inputting information to the program’s Web site. However, he hopes that the
Laurel VEC setup will be ready for the club’s next licensee testing session.
Spaghetti 100: Stan Zawrotny (K4SBZ) said he had volunteers for the positions and the team
would meet at 6:30 AM at the start point. Instead of shirts the club would receive a donation
from the cycling club.
November Elections: Chuck Basham (AI4KA) announced that he has candidates for all
positions, as follows: Bob for Member-at-Large, Gerry for Treasurer, Tom for Secretary,
David for Vice President, and both Chief and John for President.
Logging Class: Gerry said 7 people attended the class on September 16.
Holiday Dinner: Gerry presented several alternatives from his research on venues and food
as follows: Longhorns Steak House, Georgio’s, and 3 options for caterers using the Red
Cross meeting rooms for the dinner. The catering options were by Andrew’s, Sonny’s, and
Bojangles. After discussing the details, the vote was taken and using the Red Cross rooms
with Sonny’s as the caterer was approved. The meal will be $13 per head with a selection of
3 barbequed meats: Pulled pork, sliced beef brisket, and chicken or turkey. Payment must be
in advance. Gerry asked that we invite the following persons from the Red Cross staff and
their partners to join us at the dinner: Executive Director Shannon Tyler, Nichole King, and
Cathy Blant. Gerry also said he will personally match the total amount of extra contributions
to the dinner made as donation to the Red Cross, up to $500. The motion was approved by
the members present. Also approved for attending was prospective new TARS member Trey
McNabb, at his request.
New Business:
Gmail Issue: Stan brought up a problem recently encountered with the club’s email account
whereby the list of email addresses now exceeds what Gmail will support at no charge. After
discussion John said he would get with PIO Jason Ford (W4JMF - not present) to see if they
can determine a solution to the problem.
Veteran’s Day Parade: John said the parade was coming up and he could use some support
like before. See John if you want to volunteer. Tom said he would contact Erik Brooks
(KC4NVU – not present) to see if he could help as Erik has done in the past.
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Adjournment – The meeting was adjourned at 8:40 PM.

TARSTARS Treasurer’s Report for September - October, 2017
Submitted by Bob Clark, K9HVW – TARS Treasurer
Beginning Balances – September 17, 2017
Checking Account:
Savings Account
Total:

For Month

Year-to-Date

$
$
$

1974.79
4096.68
6081.47

Total Receipts:
Total Expenditures:
Receipts Derived From:

$
$

185.00
0.00

$
$

2503.88
198.53

Member Dues:
50/50 Raffle:
Member Donations:
Spaghetti 100:
Miscellaneous:
Total:
Expenditures:

$
$
$
$
$
$

160.00
25.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
185.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

1440.00
352.00
1065.88
0.00
1063.07
3920.95

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

10.00
197.53
0.00
0.00
4281.70
130.00
200.00
61.25
100.00
4980.48

Summary of Month’s Activity:

Banking – TV-40 check cashed
Field Day:
American Red Cross
Plaque for Tars and Feathers Award
Repeaters:
Post Office Box Rent
ARRL Club Insurance
FL Department of State
Donation to the Great Southern Hamfest
Total:

Ending Balances – September 17, 2017
Checking Account:
Savings Account
Total:

For Month
$
$
$

2159.79
4097.19
6256.98
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Silent Keys
As this month’s Printed Circuit was about to be mailed, we learned that two prominent hams had
died. Kent Hutchinson, KC4TOC passed on Sunday, and Art Marshall, W1FJI on Tuesday.
Both were very active in local amateur radio and will be missed. A more expansive
remembrance will be printed in next month’s edition.
Spaghetti 100
Hurricane Nate was threatening in the Gulf, but the 2017 Spaghetti 100 bicycle ride took place
on October 7th as scheduled, although the number of riders was down from previous years with
only about 190 riders A combined team of 12 Tallahassee and 6 Thomasville radio amateurs
provided the much-appreciated communications support for the 100-mile (or 100 Kilometer) ride
from Miccosukee to Thomasville, Boston, Quitman, Monticello and back. Supporting the ride
from Tallahassee were Alan, N4KGT, David, W4SKG, John, KM4FAM, Stan, K4SBZ, Richard,
KM4BRR, Dave, WA4WES, Gerry, WA6POZ, Chief, KA5USN, Tom, K4TB, Todd, KN4FCC,
Don, KK4SIH and Chuck, AI4KA, while Thomasville provided Andy, NX4AC, Jimmy,
K4ZYC, Gerald, KJ4CQO, Daniel, KM4QWO, Kimberley, KN4BWN and Larry, KG4YZF.
With the usual lost riders, minor mechanical problems and riders dropping out from the grueling
miles, the ride was uneventful until the last mile. There, with a threesome of riders being
escorted home by a three-vehicle convoy of Tail-End Charlie, the Medic and the Mechanic, one
of the riders took a spill onto the shoulder of the highway. Fortunately, the right responders were
immediately on-hand and the Mechanic checked out the bike while the Medic examined the
rider. Both were given the conditional nod to finish the final mile. Once completed bikers and
radio operators enjoyed the exellent spaghetti dinner.

TARS WINMOR LINK AIDS PUERTO RICO RELIEF
Don, KK4SIH, sent this report regarding the Winlink/Winmor node he has established, and its
use in the Puerto Rico recovery:
A while ago we set up a Winlink/Winmor HF email over radio station. We already had the
packet station for local communications but we set the HF relay up so that we could help others
in an emergency. I always thought that it would probably never get used with all of the
infrastructure the State of Florida had put in place. I figured that at the worst we would fill in a
blank space between Pensacola and Jacksonville on the Winlink active sites map.
Well, Randy[AG4UU] and others helped me get it set up in at one of the hardened sites and we
ran into some issues (windows 10). A little later we got it running at my house where it could be
monitored more closely and I could give it the occasional bump. Well over time we attracted
several message relays a week. Most from some folks testing in the South East US. Every so
often I would have some excitement when a boater in the Caribbean or off the coast of Mexico
would use us to send in a position report or a message to a friend.
Then it happened. We actually got to really help some folks! I noticed we started to get more
traffic at our site shortly after Hurricane Irma went through Florida. Callsigns from Texas,
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Wisconsin and New York started showing up and I thought it was odd. Then I got an email from
the people who manage the Winlink system.
Apparently the traffic was in support of the "force of 50" hams that the ARRL sent to Puerto
Rico to help the Red Cross and several of them were using our station. They wanted me to
change some settings to allow for more messages to be sent by their operators. Well I did that
right away.
For something I thought would never really get used or used to help our friends in South Florida
I was shocked. I never thought we would be helping an operation 1400 miles away.
I reached out and asked the organizers where the people were who were sending the messages
since their QTH was obviously not where they were at. They were scattered and moving about
but one of them was in Ponce[It is on the southern part of the island. Ed.]. Well after 2 weeks
we have relayed 40 messages. The number seems to increase every day. It does not seem like a
lot, but we are doing our part to help.
By the end of the week of October 16, traffic coming into Don’s RMS had largely ended.
Probably commercial means of communication had been restored as the island territory slowly
recovers. In an email Don said that traffic going through the RMS dealt with evacuations,
supplies, and other related areas.

SO, WHAT IS WINMOR?
In his article Don mentioned messages were being sent through Winmor from Puerto Rico, and
some, OK, well maybe a lot of you, are asking what is Winmor. Here is the answer.
With the development of the internet, hams began asking if it could somehow be tied to Amateur
Radio. The concept, as it developed, envisioned an RF signal somehow becoming tied to the
internet so that a message traffic could be sent from a radio and then linked to the internet
system. Over the course of several years, the developers of what would become known as
Winlink built a system that had amateur radio stations connect to nodes known as Radio
Message Servers. These RMS’s as they are popularly known, would take the RF traffic and then
place it in the internet. From there the message would go to the addressee much like ordinary
email traffic is processed through the net. If the recipient, who may or may not be a ham,
wanted to reply he or she could do so much like they would do with ordinary email. The Reply
would go to an RMS where it would sit until the ham checked into it.
Significantly, all the RMS in the nation and world are linked together, so that if our ham moved
from one location in, say, Tallahassee, to another in, say, San Francisco, that reply could still get
to him.
So, this idea worked well for a while, but inevitably messages got longer and more speed was
desired. Up to then, Winlink used a protocol called PACTOR to send the message traffic by RF
(think of it as a jazzed up teletype method of sending and receiving digital traffic). PACTOR,
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however, is slow, and in time the developers of Winlink developed a newer, faster mode called
PACTOR 4. The problem here was that it required a $1,000 modem, which many hams balked
at spending. Bowing to the demand from hams they created a newer, almost as fast as PACTOR
4, protocol called Winmor. Now anyone with a sound card interface could use the
Winlink/Winmor system. And for the past 10 years or so, it has worked well.
So, what happens is that like two meter repeaters, hams or groups of hams (such as clubs) will
decide they want to erect a Winlink/Winmor node or RMS. Once installed, the node will have
internet access and an HF amateur radio. A “black box” will do its magic and connect the
internet to the radio, and voila a person sitting in a blown away shack in Puerto Rico can send a
message on 20 meters to the RMS node in Tallahasse, which will then dump it into the internet,
which will deliver it to his Aunt Judy in Chicago telling her everything is fine. Aunt Judy, with
tears of gratitude in her eyes, can reply just as she would for any other email, not knowing that
the final leg of the reply’s path will be through radio.
If you would like to see what is going on, download and install the Winlink/Winmor software,
which can be found on theWinlink.org website.
But there is more. A two meter version of the HF System has also been installed. If you want to
connect to it. Using the same program you downloaded (but with a few changes to switch from
HF to VHF) you can connect to the local node(KK4SIH-12), which is on 145.01 MHz. Once
connected, the RMS will inquire of the worldwide system if there is any traffic for you. If there
is, it will download it to you. You can also send a message using the programs email program.
Once you have finished it and posted it to an outbox, the radio and program take over. They will
connect to the RMS and send your message. You just need to sit and watch it happen.
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The Tallahassee Amateur Radio
Society K4TLH.net will sponsor an Amateur Radio
Technician License Class on Saturday, November 4th
2017. The class will run from 9:00 AM to 3:00 PM (with a
VE Exam Session following the class) and be held at The
Capital Area Chapter of the American Red Cross, 1115
Easterwood Drive in Tallahassee (near Tom Brown Park).
This will be a one day class..with a short break for lunch.
Morse code is no longer required for an Amateur Radio
License. There is no charge for the class. The VE Testing
Session for all License Classes will follow the class.
Please bring a photo id for the testing session.
Before you take the VE License Exam, you need to sign up for a FCC FRN
Number FCC FRN Registration. Follow the link and click on “New User Register”,
it will ask for your SSN one time during registration. The FCC FRN number is
safer than using your SSN when you take VE Exams and complete the paperwork to
apply for your FCC Amateur Radio License. Bring this FRN Number when you
come to the License Class on November 4th!
Interested students should order/borrow a copy of the current
ARRL License Manual (Technician) and review the material and
question pool before the class meets on November 4th. The
License Manual may be ordered online directly from the ARRL*
ARRL License Manual for $29.95, or one of the local book stores.
A copy of all the current Question Pools (Technician, General and
Extra) may be downloaded from ARRL Question Pool or NCVEC Question Pool
(NCVEC.org). You may wish to try one of the “on-line” practice exams in addition to
the CD software that comes with the License Manual. QRZ-Hamtests is one of the
more popular ones available...the ARRL also has recently started an on-line exam
review. You can sign up with a free account and it will remember what question
areas you need to work on before you take the “real license exam”.
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For more information contact Phil Ashler N4IPH@ARRL.net.
(Links for non-electronic version of the flyer)

Tallahassee Amateur Radio Society
http://k4tlh.net/
TallyAmateurRadio@gmail.com
QRZ-Hamtests
http://www.qrz.com/hamtest/
ARRL Getting Licensed
http://www.arrl.org/getting-licensed
ARRL Question Pool http://www.arrl.org/question-pools
ARRL Exam Review
http://arrlexamreview.appspot.com/
ARRL License Manual
http://www.arrl.org/shop/Licensing-Education-and-Training/
NCVEC Question Pool
http://ncvec.org/
FCC FRN Registration
http://wireless.fcc.gov/uls/index.htm?job=home
HandiHam.org Technician Pool (Questions and Correct Answers in MP3 Audio Format)
https://handiham.org/local/blind/2014-2018_technician_pool.htm

Software Defined Receivers
Software defined receivers (like software defined radios, but without transmit
capability) can be a valuable resource to anyone interested in the RF regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Inexpensive hardware along with (mostly) free
software can be used to explore the RF spectrum, experiment with signal
processing and “listen” to numerous types of RF communications.
Activities
Software defined receivers can be used for a variety of activities. Three quick start
activities are listed below.
1. Tracking aircraft (http://www.rtl-sdr.com/adsb-aircraft-radar-with-rtl-sdr/)
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Monitoring aircraft with ADS-B (NooElec NESDR Mini USB
RTL-SDR & ADS-B Receiver Set)
2. Exploring the RF
spectrum.

Spectrum Analysis with SDRSharp (USB-2-0-Digital-DVB-TDAB-FM-RTL2832U-FC0013B-SDR-TV-Radio-Receiver-Stick)
3. Short wave listening.
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Short Wave Listening
with SDRUno (SDRPlay2)

Getting started in these activities requires only minimal investments of time and
money. There is no need to be an expert or spend a lot of cash to enjoy working
with SDRs.
Many other activities, such as radio astronomy, signal triangulation, and
monitoring weather balloons, can be accomplished with a little more effort.
Basics
Software defined receivers are part hardware and part software. Like an analog
radio, the signal is received by an antenna. In an SDR, a component known as an
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) converts the analog signal to a digital signal.
The ADC records voltage values as numbers at regular intervals along the
waveform. Once the signal has been converted, software can take over many
functions traditionally performed by hardware.
Hardware
Software defined receivers come with varying levels of functionality and cost. If
you have a reasonably modern computer and an antenna, the barrier to entry is low.
Below is a list of features to consider when comparing software defined receivers:
1. Price. Prices range from $10 to thousands of dollars. The devices listed
below range from $10 to about $300. A good idea is to start cheap and see
what you find interesting.
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2. Frequency Range – This defines which regions of the spectrum the SDR can
access. USB dongles can typically work with FM broadcast, VHF, and UHF
frequencies. Some can access ADS-B at 1090 Mhz. An upconverter
(approximately an additional $50) can be used to access HF frequencies.
Intermediate SDR devices can access a wider range of frequencies. For
example, the SDRPlay2 can process signals from 1 KHz to 2 GHz.
3. Bandwidth – How much of the spectrum is visible at once.
4. ADC resolution – Lower end SDRs have 8-bit resolution. 12-bit resolution
is typical in intermediate devices. Higher resolution improves the output of
the analog to digital conversion process.
The most inexpensive SDR is the USB TV tuner dongle with an RTL2832U chip.
The dongle is made to receive European digital TV. (It does not work with North
American digital TV). Most cost less than $20 and some are less than $10.
The dongle plugs into a USB port on a computer. It is attached to a small antenna
that can receive signals in the FM broadcast, VHF, and UHF bands. Readily
accessible free software can demodulate AM, FM, SSB and CW signals picked up
by the device. Specialized software can decode other types of signals, such as
ADS-B and GNSS. Hardware upgrades provide access to the HF spectrum.
Intermediate SDR devices, such as the SDRPlay2 and Airspy, are also USB
devices. They have a larger frequency range, higher resolution ADC units, more
bandwidth, and other advantages over the dongles.
Software

The real power of the SDR comes from the software that processes the signals.
Some of the more commonly used software packages are SDRUno, SDRConsole,
and SDRSharp. These require little setup time and are easy to use. All that is
necessary to get started is specifying a frequency and a type of demodulation.
Each software package has a host of other options. Sampling rate, RF gain, and
filter selection options are available with almost all SDR software.
Specialty software can be used to decode specialized signals. For example, ADS-B
signals can be decoded using software found here: http://rtl1090.com/.
GNU Radio (https://www.gnuradio.org) is an open source toolkit for developing
radio software that makes advanced digital signal processing accessible. It is more
complex than the other applications, but it is also more flexible and powerful. It
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provides signal processing “blocks” that can be used in a digital processing
pipeline and the option of creating additional blocks in Python / C++.

Software defined receivers provide an outstanding return on investment. With a
minimal amount of money and effort, you can explore, experiment, and discover
new areas of interest in the RF world.
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73

Dave
WA4WES
Printed Circuit Editor
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